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Description of the action 6 synthesis work in the project
In order to understand and predict the responses of forest ecosystems to changing climate, one
has to include also the responses of biotic damage agents (insect pests, disease). In Climforisk
the aims of Action 6 were:







To produce damage vulnerability profiles of forests to wide-spread biotic damages for
species with which a link between environmental variables and detected damages are
strong enough;
To demonstrate and critically evaluate the usability of extensive and long term forest
health monitoring data (ICP Forest and NFI) in model building and testing.
To combine the damage vulnerability profiles with high resolution input data of relevant
environmental variables (from Actions 2 and 4) to produce damage vulnerability maps in
current and predicted future climates
To deliver the above results and explanatory texts to Action 5 for www-presentation

As to the general approach, in Climforisk Action 6 we: (1) used extensive higher resolution input
data of relevant environmental variables (climate, soil, etc) collected during National Forest
Inventories or derived from other sources (Action 2); (2) used extensive and long term forest
health monitoring data (ICP Forest Level 1 and NFI) in model building and testing, with the aim
to produce high resolution damage risk assessments in relation to environmental variables for
relevant pest species over the forest area of Finland. Modelling with a GIS-framework was used
to translate the results into damage vulnerability maps.

Possibilities of modelling methodology to predict biotic disturbances in future
Reviews of the relevant literature showed that forest pest insects and diseases respond
individualistically to changing climatic conditions (Moraal & Jagers op Akkerhuis, 2011;
Klapwijk et al., 2012; Neuvonen & Virtanen, 2015; Appendix V.q). Furthermore, clear and well
documented examples of climate change induced range expansion or increases in the abundance
of pest insects are surprisingly few given the high number of insect species living on trees
(Battisti & Larsson, 2015). There are probably several reasons for this: (1) trophic interactions
play a crucial role in the population dynamics of insects and these may counteract the direct
effects of climatic factors (see Fig. 1 below); (2) the high variation in climatic conditions
between years may obscure the effects of changing climate; the range of variation in e.g. mean
monthly temperatures within a decade is at least an order of magnitude larger than the observed
or predicted rates measured as temperature change per decade (examples in Layman’s report);
(3) insects are well adapted to average climatic conditions during different parts of their lifecycles, and when climatic extremes (e.g. minimum winter temperatures) provide the critical link
to pest population dynamics, high quality gridded data for topographically heterogeneous
landscapes may not be available (for this reason we left the northernmost part of Finland out
from mapping pine sawfly damage probabilities); (4) variation in forest management and small
scale environmental history (for which there is no geo-referenced data available) may override
the effects site related and climatic factors (this seems to be the case e.g. with Tomicus spp).
Despite the complications listed above, there are anyway some cases (pest species) where
extreme climatic conditions have strong effects on insect population dynamics, and in these
cases the causal links between climatic variables or site conditions and damage risks are strong

enough to make the assessing of risks feasible. In Climforisk we focused on the European pine
sawfly, which is the most important pine defoliator in Finland. The main abiotic factors affecting
the risk of European pine sawfly outbreaks are cold winter temperatures killing the
overwintering eggs, and soil moisture conditions modulating spatial and temporal variation in the
efficacy of natural enemies – see Fig. 1 (we also made comparative analyses with the
Scleroderris canker disease).

Fig. 1. The population dynamics of the European pine sawflies is affected by a complex network of biotic and
abiotic factors. In the Climforisk project we could test and quantify the effects of numbered factors: 1 – winter
minimum temperatures limited the occurrence of pine sawfly outbreaks especially in eastern and northern Finland; 2
– we quantified the pine sawfly outbreak risks on different forest site types; 3 – in the ICP monitoring data we used
the magnitude of drought associated impact was only modest in relation to the large annual variations in the
probability of pine sawfly outbreak starting.

The number of observed pine sawfly outbreaks in the Finnish ICP Forest level data was small,
and the parameter estimates related to drought impacts had too large confidence intervals to
warrant the inclusion of this factor in future damage vulnerability predictions. Larger and
longer monitoring data are clearly needed before the role of drought in triggering pine sawfly
outbreaks can be reliably assessed and quantified.
Importantly, different climate models and their regional downscaling to northern Europe give
very different predictions about future climate, especially with extreme temperatures – this is the
most important factor increasing uncertainty about the frequency of biotic disturbances in the
future.

Progress of work
Action 6 started with the compiling, checking and harmonisation of damage observation data
from ICP Forest Level I plots which represented the EU Forest Focus Level I network
(Commission Regulation [EC] No. 1398/95) in Finland from the period 1986-2008. The

damages were assessed visually according to internationally standardized methods (UN/ECE
1998) and national field guidelines (e.g., Lindgren et al. 2005). The ICP Forests manual of
damage causes (“the biotic manual”; ICP Forests 2004) was fully adopted in 2005 in Finland.
The principles of the national damage survey in Finland before 2004 were to a large extent
similar to the current biotic manual. Because the plots were originally permanent sample plots of
the 8th NFI, a large number of stand and environmental variables were readily available.
The basic damage data and procedures in the first stage are described in detail in Appendix L.
Significant amount of work was done in the preparation of uniform damage data sets, which
account for the changes in damage type classifications during the ICP-level I sampling (19862008). We were able to process uniform ICP-level I damage data, which links to forest inventory
data and soil data sources. There was a total of 92’188 observations of Scots pine trees, each
recognising the two most important causes of damage.
Three most frequent damage agents were Scleroderris canker, Tomicus spp. and Pine sawflies,
being the first cause of damage in 8.1%, 7.8% and 2.5% of cases, respectively. Altogether these
three damage agents were responsible for about half of all recorded damages due to pests or
diseases. Other insects and fungi were clearly of minor importance as damage agents in Finnish
pine forests, and consequently, we focused in the further analyses on the most frequent damage
agents, i.e. Scleroderris canker, Pine shoot beetle (Tomicus spp.) and Pine sawflies.
As one step for obtaining a better understanding of the nature and reliability of the ICP Forest
monitoring data, a new visualization tool was developed. It shows all the results from one
permanent monitoring plot at one glance. An example about pine sawfly damages is shown in
Fig. 2. This tool (implemented in the R environment) allows one to select any monitoring plot
from the map, and to see the annual number of observed trees (damaged or not) and any obvious
patterns in damage occurrence. This was found useful for general checking of data quality and in
the inspection of some specific cases (plots).
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Fig 2. Left: A visualization of a single permanent sample plot with 28 pines (solid lines), spruces (dashed), 1
broadleaved tree (dotted) and with varying degrees of observed sawfly damage (black circles). The top row shows
plot-ID-number, number of pines (m) with any pine sawflies / all pines, number of spruces (k), and number of
broadleaved trees (l). Right: An interactive map (in R Studio) of study plots from which an individual plot can be
selected for display (red dots = plots with pine sawfly observations; black dots = plots without pine sawfly
observations).

Scleroderris canker (Gremmeniella abietina) is the most common fungal disease in pine forests
in Finland. It has large spatial and temporal variation in Finland. In Action 6 we examined
especially:
1) which weather factors are related to temporal changes in the outbreak of the disease?

2) which stand and environmental factors are related to the susceptibility of pine stands?
We used ICP Forests Level I data to study the temporal variation of the disease. National Forest
Inventory (8th and 9th NFI) data was also used to study the vulnerability of pine stands. Digital
maps and gridded climatic data were also exploited as potential explanatory variables. Data
mining techniques (package Rattle in R) and analysis of spatial synchrony (package Synchrony)
were used in addition to more conventional methods in the analysis (Appendix V.r).
Parallel with working on the ICP Level 1 damage data, knowledge about the dependence of
different pest species on environmental factors was extracted from the relevant literature. This
knowledge and forest health monitoring data from ICP Forest level 1 were used to build first
generation models to assess the risks of different types of damages as functions of environmental
factors (input from Action 2). Damage risk profiles were tested against more extensive data in
the METLA databases (8th -10th NFI) for the period of 1986-2008. These results were used to
refine the damage vulnerability models, and to quantify the outbreak risks on different forest site
types and in different parts of Finland.
In the first stage of model building we used only, as a data quality control, those ICP Forest
Level 1 monitoring plots fulfilling certain criteria with respect to number of trees per plot and the
length of observation period (as detailed in Appendix L). Only about one third of the Finnish ICP
Forest Level 1 monitoring plots fulfilled these criteria.
In the second stage of damage modeling it was considered necessary to use more sophisticated
and flexible statistical techniques, which consider the variability and hierarchical structure of the
ICP Forest data (trees nested within plots; varying number of observations from year to year).
So, we used hierarchical Bayesian (HB) modelling (Nevalainen et al., 2015) to analyze data from
all the ICP Forest plots with at least one pine tree (n=627), and we used data from the years
1986-2008.
Hierarchical Bayes analysis of Pine sawfly data (ICP Forest Level 1)
Observed pine sawfly data can never measure the actual abundance of sawflies in the area
directly but instead come from measurements that are only dependent on the abundance. In turn,
the abundance changes from year to year according to the relevant population dynamics. These
two processes, the population dynamics and the data process, can be modelled as a hierarchical
Bayes model. Due to the relative crudeness of the ICP monitoring data and partly insufficient
understanding of the population dynamics we used a greatly simplified version of such a model.
The population dynamic is taken to be a two-stage random walk with a memory of one year: for
each plot during each year there either is or is not an outbreak present, and the probability of
each stage depends on whether there was an outbreak present on that plot in the previous year.
The observed data is assumed to be binomial: in each year there is a given number n pines on the
plot, of which k are observed to be damaged by pine sawflies (Fig. 3). This formulation leads to
the modelling of three interesting probabilities: the probability of an outbreak starting (change
from no outbreak in the previous year to outbreak in the current year; related to the general
prevalence of pine sawfly damages), the probability of an outbreak continuing (outbreak was
present in the previous year and is present in the current year; related to the length of an
outbreak) and the probability of an individual tree being damaged during an outbreak (related to
the proportion of damaged trees in a plot).

Fig. 3. We simplified the dynamic process (bottom box, green) in to a two-stage random walk: outbreak (1) or no
outbreak (0). Data (top box, blue) is binomial: k pines out of n are damaged, with a low probability when there is no
outbreak and a higher probability when there is an outbreak.

An example of results from a hierarchical Bayes analysis based on ICP monitoring on permanent
plots (all site types) is shown in Fig. 3. The following kind of risk/probability estimates can be
derived from the analysis:
Probability of a pine sawfly outbreak starting (=pred[1]): 1.5-2.2%
Probability of a pine sawfly outbreak continuing (=pred[2]): 51-62%
Probability of damage on a single pine tree
– outside outbreaks (=pred[3]): ≈0.5%
– during outbreaks (=pred[4]): 46-49%
More technical details are given in Appendices L.b, O.a, V.s, and V.i.
In the final phase of Action 6 damage assessments from the 8th – 10th NFIs (1986-2008; totalling
~165’000 observations/plots) were used for further testing of the damage risks as functions of
environmental factors (See Appendix O.a = Nevalainen et al., 2015) and for extending of the
results of previous steps towards damage risk profiles. With regard to forest inventory
observations of damage, a dataset was compiled to support damage modeling. NFI8, NFI9 and
NFI 10 data contains forest stand level information on the type, causal agent of damage, timing
and degree of possible damage, and more than 50 explanatory variables.

Summary of the results
At the national level (ICP Forest level 1) there was high annual variation in the frequency of
damage due to Scleroderris canker, Tomicus spp. and Pine sawflies, but the patterns somewhat
differed between pest species. Both Scleroderris canker- and Tomicus spp.-damage showed wide
annual fluctuations, especially during the first half of the observation period 1986-2008. On the
other hand, Pine sawfly-damage showed generally low frequency (0,5 to 2%) during the first half
of the observation period, and a clear peak (up to 8%) from 1999 to 2001; this peak was mainly
caused by Diprion pini in the central parts of Finland, while during other years pine sawfly
damage was mainly caused by Neodiprion sertifer. The latter two most important defoliating
pine sawflies in Finland share several features in their basic ecology, but differ in one important
respect: N. sertifer overwinters as eggs in the tree canopy and is susceptible to cold winters
(temperatures below -36oC being lethal), while D. pini overwinters as prepupae in soil and is

normally protected by snow against cold winter temperatures. This difference can affect the
distribution patterns of damage by these two species.
Existing literature revealed several site or stand related factors which may limit or increase the
susceptibility of forests to damage by different pests or diseases. These environmental factors do
not generally change (e.g., soil quality) or change only slowly (e.g., stand age). Another group of
factors change more rapidly (e.g., weather), and can trigger pest outbreaks or disease epidemics.
Third, there is the possibility that, although the environmental conditions in the monitoring plot
itself do not suggest increased susceptibility to a pest, an outbreak in a nearby susceptible area
(the ‘focal area’ of an outbreak) can spread (“spill over”) to affect also the study plot.
Our pest/disease vulnerability models focused on the permanent site related factors, because for
these factors it is possible to get comprehensive georeferenced data over Finland. The most
important site related factor associated with pine sawfly outbreak probability was site fertility
(soil quality): outbreaks have been most common in infertile, drought prone soils. Furthermore,
European pine sawfly outbreaks have been rare in eastern and northern Finland where cold
winters prevail. The importance of site fertility and other site and stand related factors potentially
affecting forest susceptibility to pine sawflies, pine shoot beetles (Tomicus spp.) and Scleroderris
canker damage was analyzed with ICP Forest level 1 data (1986-1997) in the first stage of
Action 6 (as detailed in Appendix L). Analyses of damages caused by Pine shoot beetles and
reviewed literature revealed that with this pest the effects site related and climatic factors are
generally overridden by small scale environmental history and variation in forest management,
for which there is no georeferenced data available. Consequently, the results did not to justify the
estimation of risk profiles and risk maps estimating for Tomicus spp.
Scleroderris canker: The proportion of diseased stands has decreased from 4.7% to 1.8% of
forest land area between the 8th (1986–1994) and 10th (2004–2008) National Forest Inventories.
A somewhat similar pattern in the new Gremmeniella infections was also apparent in the ICP
Forest Level 1 data (Fig. 4). The severity of Scleroderris canker damage decreased with
decreasing site fertility (Fig. 5), except in the 10th NFI where the disease frequency was generally
low (Fig. 5; cf. Fig. 4, right). The partial correlations of several other stand related factors were
tested, but their explanatory power was low. Also, the spatial coincidence of Scleroderris canker
damages in ICP Forest Level 1 monitoring data and in the 8th NFI was not very good (Fig. 6).

Fig. 4. Time series of the incidence of Scleroderris canker (caused by Gremmeniella abietina) damages in ICP
Forest level 1 (permanent plots) data (left; Plot wise means of all and new infections are shown) and in NFI data
(annually changing plots; right).

Fig. 5. The fitted annual risks of G. abietina damage (33% of trees) on different forest site types A–E (A–C—
mineral soils: A=herb rich heat forests and more fertile types; B=mesic heath forest; C=sub-xeric heath forests and
poorer types; D=spruce mires; E=pine mires. Data: ICP Forest level 1; 8th & 9th NFI; 10th NFI.

When analyzing the relationships between weather factors and Scleroderris canker damage it
was found necessary to separate new infections from all infections (Fig. 4, left). The spatial
synchrony in the occurrence of the Scleroderris canker disease was very low, only 3.5% in all the
ICP Forest Level 1 plots. The modelled weather factors could only partly explain the emergence
of new infections in the level I data (Table 1). The number of common peaks (spatial synchrony)
with new infections was not significant with any of the weather variables. Random Forest
approach produced a model which could classify only 29% of the plot/year combinations
correctly as “diseased”. The “pseudo-R2” of different models varied from 7 to 17% (Appendix
V.r). Also a Random Forest analysis of environmental factors affecting the occurrence of G.
abietina damage on NFI8 and NFI9 plots revealed low correlations (Table 2). Also, including
rainfall during May-September as an explanatory variable for Scleroderris canker damage
produced somewhat inconsistent results in different data sets (Appendix O.a).
These results and the low explanatory powers of the tested models did not to justify the use of the
studied weather variables in the risk profiles and maps estimating the probabilities of
Scleroderris canker damage.

Fig. 6. G. abietina incidence on ICP Forest Level 1 plots 1986-2008 (dots) and on NFI8 plots (1986-1994; raster).

Table 1. Weather variables with the greatest importance in Random Forest analysis, best correlation and best spatial
synchrony with new Gremmeniella abietina infections on ICP Forest Level 1 plots.

Table 2. Results from a Random Forest analysis of factors affecting the occurrence of G. abietina on NFI8 and NFI9
plots.

Table 3 The effects of site types (A-E; see legend of Fig. 4) and rainfall during May- September on
Gremmeniella abietina damage. Parameter estimates (and standard deviation), with the p-values of
the tests of significance of the term, of the linear predictor of the GLM fitted on different data sets.
ICP
Forests
Level 1

NFI8&NFI9

NFI10

Intercept (α, effect of B)

-3.90 (0.49)

-6.61 (0.23)

-3.33 (0.48)

difference of A to B (βA)

0.64 (0.09)
p<0.001
-0.36 (0.08)
p<0.001
0.28 (0.20)
p=0.156
-1.33 (0.28)
p<0.001
0.006 (0.002)
p<0.001

0.50 (0.07)
p<0.001
-0.43 (0.05)
p<0.001
0.75 (0.06)
p<0.001
0.58 (0.04)
p<0.001
0.01 (<0.001)
p<0.001

-0.26 (0.25)
p=0.296
0.21 (0.10)
p<0.044
0.78 (0.17)
p<0.001
1.33 (0.09)
p<0.001
-0.003 (0.002)
p=0.120

difference of C to B (βC)
difference of D to B (βD)
difference of E to B (βE)
effect of rainfall (γ)

Pine sawflies: Plot level frequency of pine sawfly damage during 1986-1997 decreased as a
function of the thickness of the organic layer and increased with increasing proportion of pine in
the stand. Relationships between the frequency of pine sawfly damage and several other site or
stand related factors (tree basal area, stand age, soil thickness; elev. Difference within 100 m
radius) were less clear.
In general, the patterns found were consistent with hypotheses or generalizations presented in
earlier literature, and in the Climforisk project we could quantify the effects of some
environmental factors on the basis of damage data form NFIs and ICP Forest Level 1 (Fig. 1).
Outbreaks or disease epidemics were generally so rare that snapshot observations (made during
only one year) may miss even highly susceptible sites if the overall probability of damage agent
occurrence during the observation year is low. The main shortcoming of the Finnish ICP Forests
level 1 data analysed here (damages on pine) appears to be the low number of monitoring plots
in the most barren site types. For obtaining more useful results with respect to pine sawflies, the
number of permanent monitoring plots in these barren site types should be increased.
In the final stage of analysis and modeling we used both frequentist and a hierarchical Bayesian
(HB) framework in modeling the outbreaks as presence or absence of damage. With the
frequentist approach a moderate incidence (at least 33 % of pines infested by sawflies) was
selected as the cut point between outbreak and non-outbreak years.
Explanatory variables can be incorporated in the HB model to see how probabilities of outbreak
starting and continuing change under different conditions. Specifically, we focused in
quantifying probabilities between different site types, which is a variable routinely recorded in
Forest Inventories and familiar to forest owners. Summary statistics from the HB analysis of pine
sawfly damages in relation to forest site types and a tabulation of the aforementioned
probabilities by site types are given below (cf. also Fig. 7):

Fig. 7. The fitted risks of pine sawfly damage (at least 33% of pines with pine sawflies) on different forest

site types A-E, predicted by the GLM (calculated for the mean likelihood (0.19) of cold (minimum
temperature <-35oC) winters ), and fitted in different data sets. Site types: A-C – mineral soils: A= herb
rich heat forests and more fertile types; B = mesic heath forest; C = sub-xeric heath forests and poorer
types; D = spruce mires; E = pine mires. Uncertainty illustrated by the standard errors (asymmetric scale)
is related to the difference between site types.

The output probabilities of the above analyses refer to annual risks (of outbreaks starting,
continuing, etc), the meaning of which may be somewhat difficult to comprehend by the forest
owners. However, it is possible to calculate probabilities for the occurrence of at least one pine
sawfly outbreak in a 20 year period, which is the commonly used time frame in forest
management planning. Such probabilities for three site types in mineral soils are shown in Fig. 8.
Results from these analyses were forwarded to Action 5 for www-demonstration.

Fig. 8. Probabilities of pine sawfly outbreaks occurring at least once in 20 years are shown (red dotted line) as a
function of the respective annual probabilities. Three site types on mineral soils are shown by the boxes. Based on
the analysis of ICP Level 1 data (years 1986-2008).

Annual variation in the estimated probabilities of pine sawfly outbreak starting (HB-analysis;
ICP-data) was very high (for details, see Appendix V.s). In principle the effect of drought can be
examined by including a suitable explanatory variable in the model, such as the soil water index
(SWI, data from Action 2). Figure 9 shows results from an analysis of this kind. The explanatory
variable chosen here is the minimum among the mean SWI values of the 5 previous summers
(May – September; see Appendix V.s)

Fig. 9. The estimated annual probabilities for the start of a pine sawfly outbreak on different site types as a function
of soil water index (data from Action 2; SWI minimum during the previous 5 years).

The estimated probability of pine sawfly outbreak starting was about four-fold after (5 years lag)
a negative precipitation anomaly (= drought) than after a corresponding positive anomaly (Fig.
9). Even if this seems to support the hypothesis of drought increasing the risk of pine sawfly
outbreaks, the magnitude of drought associated impact is small in relation to the large annual
variations in the probability of pine sawfly outbreak starting.
We also included damage observations from National Forest Inventories in the analyses. A
comparison of the annual variation in the incidence of pine sawfly damages showed a general
agreement between ICP and NFI data (Appendix L.b). The inclusion of damage data from the 8th
– 10th NFIs greatly increased the number of observations on poorer site types, and supported and
extended the conclusions based on ICP Forest level 1 data (Appendix O.a).
One specific difficulty with the earlier NFI data (8th and 9th NFI) originates from the regional
nature of these inventories, i.e. only one region was inventoried each year (Appendices L.b &
O.a). Consequently, some regional insect outbreaks may have remained underestimated on the
basis of NFI data. For example, the distribution of pine sawfly damages observed in NFI during
the peak year 2000 was limited only to eastern Finland, although the actual outbreak included
also large areas South from the Oulu – Kajaani line (Varama & Niemelä, 2001). This problem is
illustrated in Fig. 10 for selected years (1999-2000 with regionally inventoried NFI plots; 20072008 with rolling NFI).

Fig. 10. The geographical distribution of positive pine sawfly damage observations in selected years in the NFI and
ICP Forest level 1 data. Due to the regional inventory scheme in 8 th and 9th NFIs, the extent of the outbreaks in
1999-2000 were only partially revealed in this data. In 2007-2008 (10th NFI) the NFI inventory was spread all over
Finland, thus giving a more representative picture of the distribution of pine sawfly outbreaks.

The work-flow in Climforisk Action 6 (together with Action 4) from different data sources to
mapping damage vulnerabilities and to www-presentation (Action 5) is shown below. The
damage vulnerability maps also show areas where specific monitoring for pine sawfly densities
should be done with high cost efficiency.

Evaluation of different data sources, main challenges encountered, and concluding remarks
The long-term damage observations in the forest health monitoring data from ICP Forests level
1 were essential and useful in increasing our understanding of the occurrence of important
damage agents. Insect outbreaks or disease epidemics in Finland have generally so short duration
that snapshot observations (made during only one year) may miss even highly susceptible sites if
the overall probability of damage agent occurrence during the observation year is low.
The main shortcoming of the ICP Forests level 1 data appeared to be the low number of
monitoring plots in the most barren site types. For obtaining useful results with respect to e.g.
pine sawflies, the number of permanent monitoring plots in these barren site types should be
increased.
The main challenges/difficulties with NFI damage observations were the changes between
different NFIs in classifying specific damage agents (e.g., pine sawfly damages were only
partially recorded during the 8th NFI), and the changes in the annual geographic coverage: The
8th NFI (1986-1994) and 9th NFI (1996-2003) only one region of the country was inventoried
each year. During these periods some regional insect outbreaks and disease epidemics may have
remained underestimated on the basis of NFI data. In the 10th NFI (2004-2008) the sampling
design was changed in such a way that a portion of the field plots were measured throughout the
country every year (rolling NFI). This is a clear improvement to the earlier inventory design.
Also, in the 10th NFI the inventory cycle was decreased to 5 years from the 8-10 years of the
previous NFIs.

The table below summarizes the main advantages and disadvantages of different inventory types

considered in the present project:
Monitoring/inventory
type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Good temporal coverage; yields time
series at plot level, well trained
observers, detailed damage descriptions

Poor coverage in the north, rare forest
types poorly represented, only
dominant and co-dominant trees,
peatland sites present only during the
last years of the study period

Finnish NFI 8 and
NFI 9

Also rare forest types well represented

Annually changing regional coverage
may miss even widespread
outbreaks/epidemics

Finnish NFI 10

Also rare forest types well represented;
good spatial (country-wide) coverage

Not possible to get annual time series
at plot level

ICP Forests Level 1
in Finland

Conclusions
•

NFI and ICP-data revealed clear site-type and climate related patterns in pine sawfly
outbreaks (consistent with ’conventional’ ecological knowledge)

•

A simple HB model applied to long-term monitoring (ICP) data was able to produce
useful quantitative parameter estimates, providing tools for vulnerability assessment

•

Cold winters (minimum winter temperatures below -35oC) limited the occurrence of
European pine sawfly outbreaks in eastern and northern Finland – in the future the
incidence of pine sawfly outbreaks is expected to increase in these regions

•

The pattern related to precipitation anomaly (5 years lag) was quite modest compared to
the high inter-annual variation in the probabilities of pine sawfly outbreaks starting

•

As the pine sawfly outbreaks are relatively rare at the stand level, continuing long-term
monitoring is necessary for gaining a better understanding about the climatic effects on
pine sawfly dynamics

•

The main shortcoming of the Finnish ICP Forest Level 1 monitoring data analyzed here
was the small number of monitoring plots on the least fertile sites –just these kinds of
sites are most prone to pine sawfly outbreaks. For more efficient pine sawfly outbreak
monitoring in Finland the number of permanent monitoring plots in the most barren site
types should be increased.
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Appendices
Technical details of the work described above are in the following reports prepared in the
Climforisk project.
L
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O.a
V.q
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V.s
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